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Minister announced changes on 12 October 2020



What problems are we seeking to address?

Overall, the changes seek to address gaps and reduce overlaps in current 
governance arrangements, to improve their effectiveness and ease pressure on 
the costs of market administration – particularly in the WEM.

Of particular relevance to the GSI arrangements, the changes  seek to:

• allocate clear responsibility for ongoing GSI development to a single 
governance body

➢ and in doing so, provide for industry and consumer input,  transparency 
and accountability in the rule change process

• explicitly acknowledge that Government has an ongoing role in leading the 
evolution of WA’s energy sector 
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Proposed rule amendments - the rule change process 
(Appendix B)

Decisions on rule change proposals

Administration of the rule change process, 
associated procedures, GAB and the rule book

Recovery of costs via fees on GSI participant via 
existing processes

Current Rule Change Panel functions

Transfer to The Coordinator of 
Energy

Proposed changes to support transfer

Chair of GAB to be independent of rule change body

GAB to advise Coordinator on rule change proposals and evolution, requirement for GAB to try 
to achieve consensus

Coordinator and Chair of GAB may propose rule changes

Modifications to GAB tenure (4 year terms, with biennial reviews) and an additional consumer 
representative

Rule changes proposed by Coordinator, can only be approved by Minister

Market information arrangements expanded to include Coordinator 4



Proposed regulation amendments (Appendix D)

Heads of power to enable functions to be placed on the Coordinator and for recovery of fees 
by Coordinator

Consequential amendments to support wind-up of Rule Change Panel

Establishment of a temporary Ministerial rule making power to make rules to give effect to the 
changes

GSI Regulations

Rule Change Panel Regulations

Wind up of Rule Change Panel with effect from 1 July 2021

Note, EPWA liaising with RCP and ERA regarding any additional transitional rules or regulations required to facilitate orderly 
transition and wind-up.
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Next steps

Proposed 
Making of 

Regulations 
and Rules

Nov 2020 Dec 2020 Jan 2021 Apr 2021 May 2021Oct 2020

Changes 
announced

Consultation on 
draft Regulations 
and Rules close 

11 December 2020

Transition planning 
with ERA and RCP

1 July 2021

Rule change and 
review functions 

commence

RCP wound up

Jun 2021 July 2021

Implementation 

Proposed 
Rules and 

Regulations 
submitted to 

Minister
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RCP continues to progress rule changes in ‘business 
as usual’ manner



Thank you

Questions?

The consultation paper and draft amendments are 
available on the Energy Policy WA website

Consultation closes 11 December 2020

Kate Ryan
kate.ryan@energy.wa.gov.au

https://www.wa.gov.au/government/announcements/was-energy-sector-governance-arrangements-are-changing
mailto:kate.ryan@energy.wa.gov.au

